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ABSTRACT The study of DNA replication has been greatly
facilitated by the development of in vitro systems that
render the process much more amenable to study than it
is within the living cell. The bacteriophage T4
in vitro system has proven particularly valuable for
understanding the detailed events that take place at the
moving replication fork. The current model of the T4
replication complex envisions a sophisticated assemblage
of proteins, in which leading and lagging strand DNA
syntheses are coupled by means of a true “replication
machine”. In this article, we address the following
questions with regard to this replicanon machine: Whatdetermines the length oLthe Okazaki fragments and what
are the template sequences required to begin their
synthesis? Which protein is the actual RNA primase that
is required for Okazaki fragment synthesis? Does the
helix-destabilizing protein - like the primosome and the
two DNA polymerase molecules - recycle within the repli
cation complex? What is the architecture of the DNA
polymerase holoenzyme on a primer-template junction and
why is this enzyme so complicated? Finally, what addi
tional proteins may be requirod to t•econstLtute the
origin-specific initiation of T4 DNA replication forks
in vitro?

INTRODUCTI ON

Approximately twenty genes have been shown dv genetic
azayss c b€ insoitad 1, 4 IO n1uat on H
1aboratones hne been us ng tn:s genot1r toal si as a tool
for reconstructing the biochemis try of the T4 DNA replication
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process in vitro (2). Eleven gene products that are believed
to be directly involved in the formation and propagation of
DNA replication forks have thus far been isolated and puri
fied to near homogeneity in our laboratory and are listed in
Table 1 (3-7). The products of genes 43, 44/62, and 45
comprise the T4 DNA polymerase holoenzvme. By itself, the T4
gene 43 protein (DNA polymerase) is capable of elongating
pre-existing primers on single-stranded DNA templates (8),
while its 35i

exonuclease activity provides a proofreading
function (9). The products of genes 44/62 and 45 comprise
the polymerase accessory proteins and display a DNA-dependent
ATPase activity (10,11). On a primed single-stranded DNA
template, the polymerase accessory proteins interact with the
DNA polymerase in a reaction that requires ATP hydrolysis by
the 44/62 complex. This interaction can result in a dramatic
increase in both the rate and processivity of DNA synthesis
by the polymerase molecule (l2-l5) The activity of the
accessory proteins is most consistent with their formation of
a complex with the polymerase, which acts as a ttsliding
clamp” that keeps each polymerase molecule at the 3’ end of a
growing DNA chain for many cycles of synthesis (15,16).

The gene 32 protein is a helix destabilizing protein (or
single-stranded DNA binding protein), and it is required to
allow the polymerase hoioenzyme to synthesize DNA on a
double-stranded DNA template (17,18). This protein binds

Table L Properties of Bacteriophage T4 Replication Proteins

Molecular Current
Type of weight punty
protein T4 gene (x (%) Activitiest

DNA polymerase 43 1015 99 5’3 polymerase;
5* exonoclease

Polytnerase 44/62:45 352/2L4;242 99;99 55 DNAuerminC
accessory proteins dependent ATPase,

dAlPase
Helixdestabi1izing 32 34i 99 cooperative binding

protein to 55 DNA
RNA-priming proteins 41 53i 99 long 55 DNA

dependent GTPase.
ATPase

61 95 9 binds DNA
Type-Il 39/52/60 572/5ft6/17 99 DS DSA strand

topoisomerase passage: DS DNA
depcndent ATPase

DNA belicase ida 47 95 55 DN4deoenden;
ATPase; DNA
unwinding

155 indicates single-stranded; DS indicates double-stranded,
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cooperatively to the single-stranded regions of the DNA
template, eliminating short stretches of secondary structure,
while leaving the hases accessible to the nolv:merase (19,20).
The 32 protein also stimuiates synthesis by the polymerase on
a primed single-stranded temrlate, and it seems to exert part
of its effect through a direct interaction with the T4 DNA
polymerase (21,22).

The addition of gene 41 protein to the above five-pro
tein “core replication system” makes possible in vivo rates
of fork movement at physiological concentrations of 32
protein (16). The 41 protein utilizes the energy of GTP or
ATP hydrolysis to unwind the DNA helix ahead of the advancing
replication complex (16,23); by itself, it has been shown to
function as a DNA helicase whose direction of movement along
the DNA is consistent with its association with the template
on the lagging strand (24). In addition to its helicase
activity, the 41 protein interacts with the gene 61 protein
to form the T4 “primosome”. Together, these two proteins
synthesize the RNA pentamers that prime Okazaki fragment
synthesis on the lagging strand (25-27). While the 61 pro
tein alone can act as an RNA primase in vitro (28,29), our
data shows that the 41/61 complex is required to produce the
RNA primers that are utilized within the cell (see below)

The mixture of the seven T4 replication proteins just
described is sufficient to move a DNA replication fork
through a naked double-stranded DNA template in a manner that
- with regard to protein requirements, fidelity, rate of fork
migration, size of Okazaki fragments and processivity -

closely approximates the fork movement process in the cell
(2,30). However, the DNA template in vivo is not a naked DNA
molecule, but rather one that is covered with a variety ci

other DNA binding proteins - including RNA polymerase.
In vitro DNk replication on such templates requires an eighth
T4 protein, the nroduct of the dos gene (31 32I The dca
protein, like the 41 protein, is a DNA heiicase that utilizes
the energy of nucleotide hydrolysis to unwind the helix in
front of the growing fork (33,34) Unlike the 41 protein,
however, the dda protein possesses the ability to push the
fork past hound RNA polymerase molecules, whether the repli
cation complex is colliding head-on with or traveling in the
same direction as the transcritibn apparatus (32).. This
“snowplow” effect of the dda helicase seems to be a general
one, since it has recently been shown to be required for the
rapid passagq of the replication complex through a lac
operator DNA sequence bound by the lac repressor protein
(4. Barry, unpublished observations).
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The products of genes 39, 32, and 60 encode the threesubunits of the T4 type II DNA topoisomerase (6,33L Nutations in these genes seem to affect the initiation of DNAreplication rather than the rate of fork movement (36LHowever, the precise role of this topoisomerase in replication is• as yet unclear.

RESULTS

Template Restrictions on RNAPrimed DNA Chain Starts.

Based upon our previous results, we proposed a model forreplication fork movement in which lagging strand DNA synthesis is coupled to that on the leading strand (30). Themechanism permits efficient replication of the lagging strandby preventing the dissociation of its polymerase moleculefrom the replication complex, which allows this laggingstrand DNA polymerase to be recycled after the completion ofeach successive Okazaki fragment. Implicit in this “trombonemodel” of DNA synthesis is the notion that the selection ofsuccessive RNA primer sites for Okazaki fragment synthesis istriggered by the completion of the synthesis of the previousOkazaki fragment on an individual lagging strand. However,as suggested by the sequence analysis of the RNA primersthemselves (25-27), primer site selection will also beconstrained by the template DNA sequence. In order todetermine the full extent of this constraint, we have performed an analysis of the template sequence reqnirements forprimer synthesis on a simple single-stranded DNA template,using an approach similar to that previously employed in theT7 bacteriophage system (37L In Figure 1 we present arepresentative selection from a compilation of thirty-twodifferent RNA primer sites that have been mapped on an Nl3single-stranded template In these experiments, both •the41/61 primosome and the DNA polymerase holoenzyne werepresent, and the “primers” shown are all oligoribonucleotidesthat were found to prime DNA synthesis (29).
The earlier direct sequencing of the pentaribonucleotides synthesized by the 41/61 primosome in vitro revealedprinurs with the sequences ppp4pCp\\p\, cdtson c a seof sequences starting with pppG that were less well charactermed (25-27). Figure 1 shows that template DNA sequencesthat are complementary to the first two residues of pppApCand pppGpC-start primers are recognized by the pri.mosome, asexpected. In addition, the data reveals that there is a
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FIGURE 1. The template sequence requirements for RNAprimer synthesis. DNA sequences corresponding to severaldifferent RNA primer sites which have been mapped on asinglestranded Ml3 DNA template are presented. Thenumbers refer to the distance from the primer start site tothe unique Aval site on the M13 bacteriophage chromosome.

conserved T residue at the l position, analogous to theconserved C residue at the l position Oi T7 bacteriophageprimer start sites (37). A more detailed analysis shows thatthe trinucleotide sequences 0Th or OCT are both necessary andsufficient to specify the efficient synthesis of RNA primersby the 41/61 primosome complex (29).
In order to determine the minimum length required for afunctional primer, the primer activities of truncated oligoribonucleotides resulting from the omission of each one ofthe io.r r\Ts rrom the reaction mix - were determ,’ed Itwas thereby found that trinucleotides are completely inactive, while tetranucieotides can pride synthesis as efficiently as the iulI-length 7entaribonncleotides (29).

Under conditions designed to mimic in vivo replicationas cbs ely as possible, thcre is an absolute requirement forboth 41 and 61 proteins to observe primer synthesis in vitro.zlowcser, when the concentration of 61 protein is ncreased
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from L3 ug/mI to 37 ug/mi, RNA-primed DNA chain starts can
be observed at specific sites in the absence of 41 protein.
This is in agreement with the findings of Hinton and Nossal
that 61 protein alone is capable of synthesizing short
oligorihonucleot ides in vitro when the concentration of the
protein is raised: to high levels (ref. 28; see also this
Symposium). However) a template primer site analysis,
similar to that performed for the 41/6l primosome complex,
reveals that 61 protein alone utilizes only the OCT subset of
primer sites. The specific rNTP requirements for 61 protein-
primed DNA synthesis confirm this finding (29).

Our previous results demonstrate that the CC-start
primers are not synthesized in vitro by the 41/61 primosome
when single-stranded T4 DNA is used as the template. We
interpret those results as showing that the hvdroxvmethvl
ation of the cytosine residues in natural T4 DNA interferes
with the recognition of the OCT sites by the primosome (27)
and conclude that the only primer sites that are expected to
be utilized within the T4itnfected cell are those which 61
protein alone cannot recognize - the GYP sites, Hence, while
the 61 primase alone is capable of synthesizing some RNA
primers in vitro, only the 41/61 primosome compiex is nrc
sumed to funcrion in the normalT1-infected cell.

The initiation of Okazaki Fragment Synrhesis is Derermined by
a Timing Mechanism.

Because the average size of an Okazaki fragment is about
1200 nucleotides, both in vivo and in vitro, on1y a minority
of the potential primer sites in the T4 chromosome can be
utilized in any one pass of a replication fork. For example,
in the sequenced region of the TA chromosome depicted in
Figure 2, potential GYP primer sites are randomly distributed
with an average spacing of 50 to 60 nucleotides, Thus, on
average only about one in twenty-five of these potential
sites are utitizec. How is this subset of sites selected?
One possibility is that a primer is synthesized each time the
replication fork passes a GYP site, but that some other:
mechanism is responsible for selecting a subset of these
primers for the actual start of a DNA chain. However, this
hypothesis is inconsistent with our earlier finding that more
than 90% of all of the primers synthesized itt the in vitro
system are actually used (26). It is mote reasonable to
suppose that there is either a timing or a measuring mechan
lsm for dete—’-’ng itn e” il1 crgl -stmarnuc ON’ IdS bi
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FIGURE 2. The distribution of RNA primer start sites
within a sequenced 5 kb region of the T4 genome. The
positions of the sequence Gfl in the vicinity of genes 41
and 61 on the T4 chromosome are presented. These sites
correspond to all of the potential primer sites and do not
necessarily reflect those sites that are actually utilized
in vivo.

exposed on the lagging strand to trigger RNA primer synthesis
(2,30). In any trombone type of model, the lagging strand
DNA polymerase cannot initiate synthesis of a new Okazaki
fragment until it completes the synthesis of the previous
one. Moreover, the very efficient utilization of RNA primers
which we have observed suggests that the release of the
lagging strand template by its polymerase is the signal that
activates the primosome to synthesize a new primer at the
next available GTE site, Using this primer, the lagging
strand polymerase then restarts another cycle of Okazaki
fragment synthesis.

If the rates of polymerization on the leading and
lagging strands were identical, the length of each successive
Okazaki fragment on any particular template molecule would be
set equal to the l.ength of the previouslysynthesized frag
ment (30). In this view, the polydisperse size range of
Okazaki fragments observed (see Figure 35, below) would
reflect a corresponding difference in the size of the first
Ukazaki fragment synthesized on each template DNA molecule
in vitro. An attractive aspect of this proposal is that the
total amount of single-stranded DNA on the lagging strand
would remain constant, so that it would be possible for the
many molecules of ‘32 protein at the fork. to be recycled
within the rnp1icat’r roonlex as rb erved c t5e lag n
strand DNA polymerase molecule (3D).

We have tested: whet.her such a templating mechanism
determines Ukazaki fragment size in the experiment schema
tized in Figure 3A. By severely limiting the rNTPs required
for lagging strand primer synthesis in the in vitro system,
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FIGURE 3A. Is Okazaki fragment length templated at a
replication fork? Two possible outcomes are presented of an
experiment designed to determine whether the size of an
Okazaki fragment is dependent upon the size of the Okazaki
fragment that was previously synthesized at a fork. Synthe
sis on a nicked double-stranded DNA template in the presence
of non-limiting (“high”) concentrations of each of, the ribo
nucleoside triphosphates (rNTPs) yields Okazaki fragments
with an average length of l2 kb, whereas synthesis in the
presence of limiting (“low”) rNTPs produces abnormally long
Okazaki fragments In this experiment, once the long pattern
of Okazaki fragment synthesis was established, the concen
tration of rNlPs was restored to the normal “high” le.vels,
and labeled dNTPs were added to allow the size of the newly
ssnthesized fragments to be neacured hs alkaline ag2ros eel
eIectrophores is foi, Ioweo by autoradiography. The continued
synthesis of the long fragments would he predicted by a..
templating mechanism, while a rapid conversion to short
fragments would be suggestive of some other mechanism for
determining Okazaki fragment size.
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FIGURE SB The size of newly synthesized Okazaki
fragments is not fixed by the size of the previously synthe
sized fragment. The results of the type of experiment
described in Figure 3A are presented. DNA Synthesis was
carried out on a high molecular weight cytosine-containing T4
DNA template ±n the presence of the seven T4 replication
proteins as described previously (30) -- except that replica
tion was initiated in the absence of added rCTP and in the
presence of 20 pM rUTF, 300 pM rGTF, and 500 pM rATE, Under
these conditions the average size of the Okazaki fragments is
6 kb (lanes b and d), while with non-limiting concentrations
of rNTFs the average Okazaki fragment length is approximately
1.2 kb (lane a). A low level of rCTP contamination in the
other rNTFs may permit the low level of primer synthesis
required to produce the 6 kb Okazaki fragments. The high
molecular weight DNA characteristic of leading strand synthe
sis is present in all of the lanes, Lanes a and b represent
6 mm synthesis reactions without and with limiting rNTPs, in
which the newly synthesized Okazaki fragments have been
labeled during the final minute of synthesis (from S to
6 mm). Lane c shows the DNA products when synthesis is
initiated w_tr lmatg rT’Ps and tbc rormal conceratratior of
rNTFs is restored coincident with the addatior of label t
5 mm (labelling from 5 to 6 mm). Lane d is simply a
ren’ica of thp lane b control Lane n denctsareacton
similar to that in lane c, except that synthesis was allowed
to proceed at hich rNTP ronentret’ons for I mar oraor to tie
addataon of label irom b-; mm.

As is evident from: a comparisdn of the distribution of
tragmcn Lengths An ianc e sun ire ctner Lanes, conversion
of 6 kb to l2 kh Okazaki fragment synthesis is essentially
complete within I mm of restoration of the non-limiting
concentrations of rNTPs; the lane c results show the type of
intermediate fragment lengths predicted from Figure 63 below.
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fewer primers are synthesized and unusually long Okazakifragments are produced. After first establishing such apattern of long Okazaki fragment synthesis, normal concentrations of rNTPs can be restored along with labeled dNTPs, andthe size of the subsequently synthesized Okazaki fragmentscan be assessed by alkaline agarose gel electrophoresis. Acontinued synthesis of long fragments would be predicted by asimple length templating mechanism. As can be seen in thedata of Figure SB, however, the size of the subsequentOkazaki fragments does not appear to be influenced by thesize of the previously synthesized fragment. In fact, thebottom lane shows that conversion to the normal 1.2 kb lengthOkazaki fragments is complete within 1 mm of restoration ofthe normal concentrations of rNTPs.
The results in Figure 3 suggest that the original modelof coupled leading and lagging strand DNA synthesis should bemodified as depicted in Figure 4. In this view, because theDNA helix has already been opened to expose the single-stranded lagging strand template, the lagging strand DNApolymerase is free to move at a rate that is faster than thatof the leading strand polymerase molecule (or rather, to pullits template past it more rapidly) - even though these twopolymerase molecules are physically linked together. However, once it reaches the previously synthesized primer, thelagging strand polymerase is forced to pause before releasingits DNA template. During this pause, the leading strandpolymerase continues its translocation, displacing an additional amount of single-stranded template for the next roundof lagging strand synthesis. Finally, the release of the DNAby the lagging strand polymerase signals the associatedprimosome to synthesize an RNA primer at the next availableprimer site (providing that the requisite rNTPs are present),thereby restarting the next cycle of Okazaki fragment synthe

5 is.
There are two predictions of the model in Figure 4 thatare readily tested. First, because the leading and laggingstrand polymerases move at different rates, the total amountof single-stranded DNA on the lagging strand will changethroughout each cycle of Okazaki fragment synthesis, rulingout the possibility that all of the 32 protein recycles. Inorder to test for such recycling, we have used a syntheticRNA molecule that binds free 32 protein tightly (polyribo I;ref. 38) as a trap for free 32 protein during a DNA synthesisreaction. The addition of polyribo I was found to arrest theprogression of replication forks nearly immediately during aDNA synthesis reaction that requires 32 protein, whereas DNA
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FIGURE 4. A model for DNA synthesis at a replication
fork. This model of coupled leading and legging strand DNA
synthesis differs from our previous one (2,30) in assuming
that the rate of legging strand DNA synthesis is faster than
the rate of leading strand DNA synthesis This refinement
incorporates a prolonged pause hy the lagging strand DNA
ool’merase molcle hefnrn Tt rnleAses its DRI tnmolDtc
strand, and it demands that the total amount of singleS
stranded DNA exposed on the lagging strand template changes
during each cycle of Okazaki fragment synthesis, being
greatest- when the fragment is initiated and least at the
moment when the fragment is completed.
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(FIGURE 5. cont’d.) molecules, representative of those in
which the lagging strand polymerase was captured in the
process of transiocation, comprise only about 25% of the
total. The remaining 75% have type B structures, which
represent molecules in which the lagging strand polymerase
has paused after completing the snthesis of an Okazaki
fragment.

predominant intermediate if the speeds of the leading and
lagging strand polymerase molecules are the same. When the
lagging srrand polymerase has completed synthesis of its
current Okazaki fragment and is paused adjacent to the
previously synthesized primer, molecules like those in the
bottom panel of Figure 5 are produced. The fraction of
molecules of this type should approximate the fraction of the
cycle time that the lagging strand polymerase spends waiting.
Our results indicate that the lagging strand polymerase
spends only about 25% of its time moving and 75% of its time
pausing between successive rounds of Okazaki fragment synthe
sis (Figure 5). Thus, the lagging strand molecule appears to
move along its template at more than twice the rate of its
leading strand counterpart. Consistent with this rate
difference on the two sides of the fork s the observation
that the measured rates of polymerase translocation are
faster on single-stranded than on double-stranded DNA tem
plates in vitro (15,16).

Since the selection of ENA primer sites is independent
of the length of the previously-synthesized Okazaki fragment,
some other mechanism must be involved in primer site selec
tion. According to the model in Figure 4, the primosome
becomes “activated” as a consequence of the release of the
DNA by the lagging strand polymerase molecule, Since the
potential &TT primer sites will be encountered with a fre
quency of about once in every oO nucleotides, primer site
selection by such an activated primosome should be a very
fast event in the synthesis reaction. If we therefore ignore.
the brief time required to find a primer site, the major
parameters that will influence the frequency of primed DNA
starts and hence Okazaki fragment size will be the rates of
movement of the leading and lagging strand noiym:erases (RI
nc RE ree ev ant - I”gtn ni tbat
lagging strand polymerase pauses before releasing the lagging
strand template. For the synthesis of any particular pair of
successive Okazaki fragments, these narameters are related to
the lengths of the two fragments by the foliowing equation:
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1
[i 1 (n+l) eq.

where L(n) = length of current Okazaki fragment
(nucleotides)

= length of next Okazaki fragment
(nucleotides)

T = duration of lagging strand polymerase
pause (sec)

H1 = rate of leading strand polymerase
trans location (nucleotides/sec)

H2 = rate of lagging strand polymerase
trans location (nucleot ides/sec)

Here we have assumed that T is a constant, whereas in reality
a distribution of pause times is expected, reflecting a first
order rate constant for the dissociation of the polymerase
from its template. Thus, a broad distribution of Okazaki
lengths is expected, as observed (see Figure SB, above).

From the above equation, L(n) is related to the length
of the first Okazaki fragment, L(o), by the equation:

/R \fl -l

L(n)
= k”) L(0) + T(R1) (R1\ (eq.2)

R2)

where L(0) = length of the first Okazaki fragment
(nucleot ides)

L(n) = length of the nth consecutive Okazaki
fragment (nucleotides)

If we assume that Rl and R2 do not change with time,
that Rl < R2, and that T is a constant, then the sizes of
successively synthesized Okazaki fragments will rapidly
converge to a uniform length, L(n), that is independent of
the length of the initial fragment, L(o):

R1R2
as ne , L1

R .-

(T) (eq.3)
2 1
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It
I kThus, the uItmate size or equisicriusn lenguli of tee

Okazaki fragments to be synthesized on a particular template
will be independent of the size of the very first fragment
synthesized. An example is presented in Figure 6, where we
have assumed leading and lagging strand polymerase translo
cation rates of 300 and 600 basepairs per see, respectively,
and a pause time, T, of 2 see; here an equilibrium length of
approximately 1200 basepairs per Okazaki fragment is attained
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FIGURE 6. According to the Figure 4 model, the sizes of
successively synthesized Okazaki fragments converge to a
uniform length that is independent of the size of the first
Okazaki fragment synthesized on a particular template. This
plot is calculated from equation U in the text, using
RI = 300 nucleotides/sec, R2 = 600 nucleotides/sec and
T = 2 sec. Separate curves are given for L(o) = 5, 50, 500,
1200, 5000, and 10,000 nucleotides,
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FIGURE 7. The sequence and structure of the 177/169
nucleotide-long DNA primer-template molecule used for the DNA
footprinting analyses. The construction of this molecule,
derived from a longer P113 mp7 Haelll fragment, is descrihed
in ref. 40. The molecule has been constructed with the two
different 3’ termini shown, in order to distinguish sequence-
specific from structure-specific protein-DNA interactions.

The positions of the T4 replication proteins on the
primer-template molecule were assessed by determining the
extent of protection they afford to cleavage by several
different cleaving agents (40) The results can be briefly
summarized as follows:

(1) Polymerase alone binds the DNA substrate adjacent to
the 3’ terminus, protecting a segment of the duplex region
from both neocarzinostatin and DNase I cleavage. The
presence of 32 protein on the single-stranded region lowers
the Kd of the polymerase for this DNA site by a factor of
thirty, presumably as a consequence of the direct interaction
observed between these two proteins (21,41).

(2) The addition of 45 protein extends the region of
DNase I protection into the duplex several basepairs beyond
•that conferred by 43 alone. In the absence of polymerase
however, the 45 protein does not protect any region of the
primer1’ternplate molecule, with or without 32 protein present.

(3) The polymerase accessory protein complex, in the
presence of the nonhydrolyzable ATP analog, ATPIS, protects
20 basepairs of duplex and 8 nucleotides of single-stranded
template DNA abutting a primer-template junction from DNase I
cleavage. Addition of 32- protein reduces the concentrations
of 44/62 and 45 proteins that are required to achieve this
protection by a factor of 100. The binding of the non-hydro

e 4 ngse s 0’enatt tot tic fcunaor at ttis
DNA-prote.in comole:x; no footprint can be detected in the
presence of ATE, indicating that the hydrolysis of ATE
greatly weakens the complex.

In order to carry out the footprint analysis on the
entire holoenzyme complex, footprinting experiments were
performed using a mixture of the accessory proteins, 32
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protein, and DNA polymerase with ATP added, since ATP hydrol
ysis is required for the effects of the accessory proteins on
palymorase actrty (13 14 42 Srp—sng1, inc Lroctnr
conferred by this combination of proteins is no different
from that provided by the same components in the absence of
the 44/62 protein. Moreover, no decrease is observed in the
Nd of the polymerase for the primer-template luncrion in the
presence of the accessory proteins and ATP, even though a
major decrease would be expected from the pronounced effects
of the accessory proteins on both DNA synthesis (14) and
polymerase exonuclease activities (42).

In the presence of ATflS and 32 protein, the p.cilymerase
anpears to comnere witn he 4Tt-norc accesser protc
complex for btnding to the primer-template junction. Instead
of an additivity of the protection patterns of the individual
components, the observed protections appear to result from a
competition between two non-interactive assemblies. Further
more, the accessory proteins under these conditions inhibit
rather than stimulate polymerase activity (40).

Our inability to detect the complete holoenzyme complex
in the presence of either ATP or ATPTS suggests that active
polymerase translocation is an essential requirement for
stabte comptex formarron; such transtocation 55 of course not
occurring in any of the footprint ing experiments. Kinetic
studies show that the accessory proteins are a stably-bound
component of a moving replication complex, with only one
molecule of the 44/62 protein required per primer-template
end (42,43). In contrast, on the staileo repilcation forks
used in these experiments, concentrations of accessory
proteins that are thousands of times higher than the concen
tration required to saturate a moving replication complex are
insufficient to produce a footprint in the presence of ATP.

We propose that the replication complex is designed to
dissociate from the template in the absence of a moving
polymerase, and that the timing of the steps leading to this
dissociation is governed by an energy-driven “clock”. Our
rendering of the moving holoenzyme complex, presented in
Figure 8, is a composite of the results of all of our foot
rtrg ansi sOs as .el as snr sttoe to tot

fragment of E. ccli DNA polymerase 1 (44), We suggest that
the assembly of the hoioenzyme complex begins when the
primer-template junction binds to an ATP-bound accessory
crotcto cc-- a-t atorg ts “ 0 erni s ‘

ptose:asc c rcra to tto cnu x rcstoto

itself at the primer-template junction and displacing the
accessory proteins to an adjacent position on the duplex.
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FIGURE 8. A model of the moving T4 DNA polymerase
holoenzyme complex on a primer-template junction. This very
1ot resolator new of tbe bo’oenzyrnc DNA tenplate 32 roncn
complex has been deduced trom our DNA tootprint anaiyses, as
well as from a comparison with similar studies of the Klenow
fragment of F. coli DNA polymerase 1 (44). Essential to the
stability of this presumed structure is the active transloca
tion of the holoenzyme complex, which is postulated to be
required to maintain the polymerase accessory proteins in
their “energized” (°°ADPPi-bound) active clamp conforma
tion.

The resulting accessory protein complex, which we propose
remains hound to ADP ± Fi, represents a high energy state and
constitutes the active polymerase clamp. In the absence of a
rapidly transiocating polymerase, the decay of this complex
to release ADF + Pi leads to its dissociation from the DNA
molecule, explaining our inability to detect it in cur
footprint analyses.

A simple diagram depicting the coupling, of polymerase
trôns Ostin to tee Ca ntn Pe n a t gr-Iearc hs1c-

enzyme complex is depicted in Figure 9. The accessory
protein component of the holoenzyme complex is represented in
St eras 3,erg states s1t” F , and Th rep-escita
several activated conformations of the accessory protein
complex, each of which forms a stable clamp for the DNA

P1

44/62
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Adwndanaf*Dc

Dissociation of clamp
and DNA polymerase

FIGURE 9. Diagram of an energy-driven clock to measure
polymerase pausing. In this simple model, the activated
holoenzyme complexes denoted E***, E**, and E* are maintained
by their coupling to the polymerase trans location cycle. In
the absence of polymerase translocation, the accessory
protein complex decays through a series of intermediate
conformations, each of which is characterized by a particular
half-life. Decay to the lowest energy state, E, allows the
dissociation of the accessory protein clamp and the release
of the DNA polymerase.

polymerase. E represents the lowest energy state of the
accessory protein complex which, having released its bound
ADP and Pi, has lost its ability to clamp the polymerase to
the template. In this view, active polymerase translocation
causes the periodic reactivation of the accessory protein
complex, thereby keeping it “pumped up” to the high energy
states that are required to keep the polymerase tightly
bound. As soon as the polymerase pauses, however, the
activated accessory protein complex begins to decay through a
series of intermediate energy states, each characterized by a
particular half-life. As long as the energy state of the
polymerase accessory protein complex remains at or above E*
(that is, so long as the pause time is less than the sum of
the half-lives for each decay step), the accessory protein
complex can be recycled to its activated conformation E*t
via the coupling of the reaction E* E*** to polymerase
translocation. For longer pauses, however -- such as when
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the polymerase complex encounters a region of DNA damage over
which it cannot replicate, when it is stalled on the primer
template junction by the omission of a nucleoside triphos
phate (as in our footprinting experiments), or when it
encon’terN te N cnn cf trc pre’cs, srreszeC OhaZa
fragment during lagging strand DNA synthesis -- the polymer
ase accessory protein complex dissociates, allowing the DNA
polymerase to leave the template.

The decay from E*** through intermediate states to ha
introduces a lag-time before the accessory proteins begin the
frnal rJeca orocess to E and dssocaton TI is tne delas
represents a clock that enables the accessory proteins to
measure the tii1e of olymerase stalling in a maimer that
prevents the polymerase from dissociating until a certain
minimum stalling time is exceeded. Such a timing mechanism
is biologically useful, because it prevents the unnecessary
dissociation of a moving DNA polymerase that has only transi
ently paused, thereby allowing the leading strand DNA poly
merase molecule to move processively for tens of minutes or
more. As pointed out by Hopfield (45), these types of clock
mechanisms require an input of energy. Here, the energy
required initially comes from the ATP hydrolysis that estab
lishes E*** from E, and it is subsequently provided by the
energetically favorable polymerization and excision cycles ot
the DNA polymerase. We believe that the usefulness of such a
clock, which enables the holoenzyme complex to distinguish
between significant and insignificant barriers to its contin
ued translocation, explains why nature evolved the polymerase
accessory proteins rather than merely settling for a more
tightly-binding type of DNA polymerase.

A T4 I/S Vector System Can be Dsed to Identify New Replica
tion Genes.

While the present in vitro system is cc.ntnibuting to an
increasingly detailed picture of the events taking place at
the moving replication fork, no c.ne has yet been able to
reconstitute the initiation of replication in vitro in the
manner presumed to occur within the T4 infected cell. T4
possesses at least three different modes of initiation.
Primary initiation, discussed by Mos igz and her co-workers in
than c re a;p2rn to to dconceto inct osn oto renae
and independent of genetic recombination (46). Secondary
initiation, as proposed by Luder and Mosig and partially
reconstituted in vitro by Tim Formosa in our laboratory (47),
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is resistant to rifampicin but dependent upon the recombina
tion functions of T4 genes 46 and 47 (46). Tertiary initia
tion, as discussed in this volume by Kreuzer, is both rifamp
icin-resistant and recombination-independent (48)

heplication from primary origins proceeds bidirection
ally and from one or several specific on sequences within
the T4 chromosome (49), analogous to the initiation of
replication for B. coli arid bacteriophage lambda (this
voumc) Parr of our worl has focced or the aentfcatur
of the additional proteins that are suspected to be involved
in this mode of initiation. The placement of the primosome
complex onto the Dh4A has always been the rate-limiting step
in our in vitro reactions, and it seems likely that this
reflects the non-biological manner in which we are carrying
out this step. We presume that our system is lacking one or
more proteins, analogous to the bacteriophage lambda 0 and P
or the E. coli dnaA proteins. As demonstrated by the
McMacken and Kornberg laboratories (this volume), these
proteins are responsible for loading the primosome complexes
onto the DNA at their respective replication origins.

One approach that we are taking to find the suspected
missng 1- lniraron proteuc _s atbecent ,carsor at
new replication genes. As previously snown by tpstein ane
his co-workers, genes that encode related functions tend to
be clustered on the T4 chromosome (50). Thus, for example,
the genes that encode the three components of the polymerase
accessory protein complex are next to one another, as are the
genes for the two primosome components, the 41 and 61 pro
teins. In order to identify’ open reading frames (orfs) which
might encode primosome-loading proreins, a DNA sequence
analysis of the region of the T4 chromosome encompassing
genes 41 and 61 was performed. The result of this study,
including some sequence analysis of the flankin,g regions from
the labs of Minagawa (51) and Mosig (52), is presented in
Figure 10. Between genes 41 and 61, we have identified five
orfs, the largest of which would encode a 23 Kd protein and
the smallest of which woul.d encode a 6 Kd protein, as indi
cated in the Figure.

In order to determine which of th,ese crfs might be
essential for T4 growti’i, we have constructed an rns:errjon/
substitution vector (1/8) system that allows us to target
mutations to specific orf sequences in the T4 chromosome and
to then assess their effects. The I/S sstem, based upon the
¶VM system of Brian Seed (53) and constructed in collabora
tion with K.N. Kreuzer, is used to shuttle mutations into the
T4 chromosome as depicted in Figure II.
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While the I/S system can be used as an effective mechau
ism for targeting stable mutations to the 1’4 chromosome by a
cycle of integration and segregation, we have also used it to
examiue the effeot of gene-disruptions performed ou several
of the orfs, as well as on several control genes. To insure
gene disruption upon homologous recombination of the plasmid
into the phage chromosome, cloned gene fragments that were
completely internal to the predicted coding sequences in
Figure 10 were used as the plasmid-borne T4 target sequences.

orts

uvsX 41 615614 613 612 61’ 61 dam 69
--‘crtr

A 22kb 21kb 20kb ‘220 ‘860 17kb 16:0 *
32251

22 31t

Predicted sizes of the orf gene products

611 54 amino acids (5940 daltons)
61.2 208 amino acids (228801 daitcns)
613 97 ammo acids (10670 daitorsi
61.4 85 amino acids (9350 daitons)
615 6Oam!no acids (6600 daitonsi

FIGURE 10. A map of a region of the T4 chromosome
suspected to contain additional replication genes. The
genetic map of T4 extending from the middle of the uvsX gene
through gene 69 its presented. Gene 69* is presumed to be
transcribed from within the coding sequence of gene 69: (52).
The precise map positions withIn this region are included,
along with the locations of the ThaI site at 22.376 kb and
the EcoRI site at 15.545 kit Gur DNA sequence analysis
between genes 41 and 61 has revealed five open reading
frames, or orfs, which can be translated into the predicted
gene products indicated (approximate molecular weights were
calculated by assuming 110 daltons/ amino acid). The various
open boxes that are disti:ibuted along the length of this map’
cenone noel

target DNA fragments that were used for the gene
disruption analyses discussed in the text and presented in

Table 2.
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integration

B a b *t *

segregation

t

FIGURE Il. An insertion/substitution vector system that
can be used to substitute piasmid-borne T4 “target sequences”
for t-heir chromosomni counterparts.

A.

target sequence
n
V

abc

I abc I
T4 58am51amdenAdenBefr
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FIGURE 11 (cont’d).
A) The T4 target sequence is cloned into a pBR322-

derived plasmid vector, whose most striking feature is the
presence of a supF tRNA gene to which has been fused the
promoter of the T4 late gene 23. Gells containing this
plasmid are infected with the indicator phage, defective in
host/plasmid DNA hreakdown (denAdenInalc) and carrying two
amber mutations in the late genes 38 and 51. rhe target
sequence recombines with its homologous site on the T4
chromosome, which results in the integration of the entire
plasmid with a duplication of the target sequence.

B) Because the amber mutations in the indicator phage
are suppressible by the p23-supF following infection by Ti,
the integrant resulting from (A:) can be readily selected by
its ability to grow on a non-suppressing In coli host cell.
While target sequences that disrupt an essential gene will
yield no viable phage at this point, target sequences that
integrate into a non-essential region or that reconstruct an
essential gene by duplication will produce normal-size
plaques.

C,D) The vector and one copy of the target sequences
will often be segregated out of the phage chromosome by
intramolecular homologous recombination during growth on a
non-selective, suppressing host. In this way, rortious of
the plasmid-borne target sequence can be readily substituted
for their corresponding sequence in the phage chromosome.
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The results of an analysis extending from the uvsX gene.
through the newly discovered replication genes, 69 and 69*
(52), are presented in Table 2. As expected, insertional
inactivation of genes 41 and 61 is lethal. Disruption of the
recombination nrotein gene, uvsx, which we find to be an
essential component of a recombination-mediated replication
machine (47), is also lethal. The carboxy-terminus of
genes 69 and 69* appears to be non-essential, but disruption
of the amino-terminus of gene 69 is lethal. Among the orfs
tested, only the disruption of orf 6ll appears to have an
effect, as indicated by its growth-limited phenotype.

Table 2. Results of a Gene Disruption Analysis of the uvsX-69 Region of T4

Gene or on Target fragment, length Plaque size
uvsX Xba l(22,376)A[ 1(22159), 217 bp —

uvsX4I intergenic Cia l(22.00lhAha 111(21708). 293 bp normal
41a Eco Rl(2l,l55Sal 1(20357), 398 bp —

41b Sal l(20757)Hind 111(20,609). 148 bp
orf6l3 Xmn 1(19,695)-MOo 1(19392), 103 bp normal
orf6l,2a Rsa l(19372)-Hpa 11(19227), 145 bp normal
orf6l,2b Hinf l(19316)-Mbo 1(13385), 131 bp normal
orf6l,1 Aba 11l(18,767)-Xmn 1(18,662). 105 be minute
61 ,4va 1(18.273)-Hind 111(17979), 294 hp
69a Taq l(16.400)-Taq 1(16,058), 342 bp —

69b/69’ Xba 1(15.727)-Ecu Ri(15.5457 182 bp normal

Cd (control) Hind 111(143.945)-Eco Ri(143.250), 695 bp normal

A gene disruption analysis of the region of the T4 chromosome
spanning genes uvsX to 69* was performed using the indicated
target sequences, and the corresponding effects on plaque
size are noted. The precise target fragments have been
indentified by the locations of their termini within the T4
chromosome (O-l66488 kb). Disruption of an essential gene
or orf results in the production of no plaques while disrup -

tion of a non-essential region yields normal plaques. Minute
plaques are indicative of a growth-limited phenotype. The
disruption of the non-essential dihydrofolate reductase gene,
frd, was included in each experiment as a control.

As: depicted in Figure 12, the in vivo rate of DNA
synthesis of the orf 61,1 disruption mutant is much lower
than that of the wild type phage, A stable orf 61.1 mutant,
created by using the I/S system to place an 8 basepair
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FIGURE 12. Intracellular DNA synthesis observed after
infection Sf E. coli with an orf 61.1- mutant. Using a
non-suppressing strain of E. coh, 14C-thymidine was added to
cultures 3 mm after infection at 37°C and acid precipitable
counts measured at subsequent times as indicated. Under
these conditions, the indicator phage itself displays a
profile of‘4C-thymidine uptake that is identical to that
observed for the wild-type T4 - shown here as a control,

insertion into the middle of orf ol I (Figure 11), is simil
arly growth-limited. Orfs 61.4 and 61,5 remain to be tested.

What might be tho function of orf 61 1? A comparison of
the seouence o this 54 amino acid uroteir’ ith tte corsesus
DNA binding domain of several DNA-binding regulatory proteins
(54) reveals a perfect homology between the amino-term.nus of
orf 61.1 and the most stringently conserved residues of the
DNA binding domain In addition, individual amino acid
matches car be foand at vrrt.a’l eerl rostnr of orf 6
with corresponding sites in the consensus domains of the
known DNA binding proteins, spanning 13 amino acid residues.
Could the orf 61.1 protein, whose coding sequence we have
recently engineered for overproduction, be the T4 analog of
the lambda 0 and the E coli dnaA proteins?
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